THE purpose of this article is to demonstrate the usefulness of Banach's closed range theorem for proving decomposition theorems. The author learnt this method from D. H. Luecking, who has used it ([5] , Prop. 4.5) to give an elegant proof of the Coifman-Rochberg decomposition theorem for the Bergman space L~, [2] . After a few decomposition theorems had been proved in this way, it became apparent that it would be economical to express the method as a decomposition theorem for vectors in a Banach space. This is done in Theorem 1, in which certain inequalities involving the norms of the elementary vectors and of linear functionals give the decomposition with corresponding inequalities between norms. The proof of the theorem is no more than an exercise on Banach's closed range theorem.
In 
The n every f E X is of the form
with A E 11(~), and also
TA =~A(b)u(b).
<5E/\
with the infimum taken over all decompositions (1) Our first corollary is exceedingly elementary and could have been proved with ease at any time since 1932. However, to our surprise, it does not seem to be known. I am indebted to R. Rochberg for a helpful comment which has substantially improved the result.
Notation. Let with Ak E C and 1: IAkl < 00. Also 
where g(z) denotes the harmonic extension of g. We have IIpz/l1 = 1;
and, by Fatou's theorem (see Hoffman [3], p. 38), g(~) is the limit of g(z)
as z~~non-tangentially for almost all~E aD. Therefore Notation. Let G be a locally compact group, and let L 1(G) denote the group algebra with respect to a left invariant Haar integral (Loomis [4] For g E L\G),
Given c > 0, we choose I E L\ G) with 11/111 = 1 and 
Therefore, for y~Yo,
and the inequality (5) is proved. Our next corollary is Fefferman's atomic decomposition of ReHl. Several authors have remarked that this follows easily from Fefferman's duality theorem, but without indicating a method. The present proof gives the result with atoms of a special kind that we call simple atoms.
Notation. L~will denote the real valued functions in LP(aD), and
ReHl the set of f E L1 such that the harmonic conjugate 1also belongs to where P, Q are measurable subsets of I with P U Q = I, P n Q = 0, and XE denotes the characteristic function of a set E. Let A denote the set of all simple atoms together with the function on aD with the constant value (2n)-1. Proof By Fefferman's duality theorem, there exists a positive constant C such that, given 1jJ E (ReH1)*, there exists g E BMO with
IIgllmvlo~C II'",II. (6) We note that if a is a simple atom on 1and g E BMO, then
and therefore By taking Ll = A and u(a) = a, we obtain a mapping of~into a bounded subset of ReH1, and it now suffices to prove the inequality
By (6) , (8) (a E A). 
and the inequality (9) Remark. If r is norm dense in the unit sphere of H, we have IISIl1?;~inf 11).111 in (i), and 115111 = inf IIAIII in (ii).
